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1     ABSTRAC T 

The Wilson (October 1960) sound-speed equation is widely used for computing seawater sound speeds as a 
function of temperature, salinity, and pressure. The internal consistency of the Wilson laboratory measurements of 
sound speed, from which the Wilson equation is derived, is examined. The reported salinity of three of the seawater 
samples used in making the laboratory measurements seems to be in error by amounts larger than the generally 
accepted salinity measurement error. Moreover, an analysis, for the real- and open-ocean temperature-salinity-pressurc 
domains, of the average difference between the laboratory sound-speed measurements and the sound speeds computed 
using Wilson's (October) equation showed systematic biases over temperature, salinity, and depth intervals of 
importance to acoustic applications. A new 13-variable sound-speed equation, using a realistic oceanic temperature- 
salinity-pressure domain consisting of 344 sound-speed measurements and a stepwisc regression technique to evaluate 
the constants, is presented. This equation removes all significant sound-speed gradient bias from computations based 
on Wilson's (October) equation for temperature-salinity-pressure triplets observed in the open ocean. Since most 
presently available sound-speed data has been obtained using the Wilson equation, a procedure for obtaining an 
average correction as a function of temperature, salinity, and depth is presented. The procedure stresses important 
corrections of biased sound-speed gradients. 
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SUMMARY 

PROBLEM 

Determine and summarize the spatial and temporal variation ot sound speed, 
temperature, and salinity in oceanic waters in support ot long-range, low-lrequency acoustic 
research, sonar development, and ASW operational problems. Specifically, examine the in- 
ternal consistency of Wilson's laboratory sound-speed measurements, examine the Wilson 
(October) sound-speed equation for bias over realistic temperature-salinity-pressure domains 
(i.e., those actually found in the oceans or seas), develop a less-biased conversion equation 
for computing sound speed for realistic temperature-salinity-pressure domains, and develop 
a procedure to approximately correct existing sound speeds computed using Wilson's 
(October) equation. 

RESULTS 

1. The reported salinity of three of the seawater samples used by Wilson in making his 
laboratory sound-speed measurements seems to be in error by amounts considerably larger 
than that generally accepted. 

2. For depths greater than 2710 meters, sound-speed gradients computed using Wilson's 
equation are consistently less than indicated by the laboratory sound-speed measurements. 

3. Near the surface, sound-speeds computed using Wilson's equations are higher than 
indicated by the laboratory measurements for temperatures greater than 10oC. 

4. liquation 5 removes all significant sound-speed gradient bias that is present in com- 
putations based on Wilson's (October) equation for temperature-salinity-pressure triplets 
which are observed in the open ocean. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Equation 5 and the constants listed in table 7 are recommended for computing 
sound speeds from oceanic temperature-salinity-depth measurements made in the real-ocean 
domain (shown in table 6)   Ultimate agreement of computed sound .speeds with Wilson's 
laboratory sound-speed measurements is achieved by utilizing state-of-the-art techniques of 
converting depth to pressure. 

2. It is recommended that the hydrographic cast file be examined to determine the 
temperature-salinity-depth domain in all areas of operational interest. The results of this 
study should be used to implement recommendation 3. 

3. Several questions have been raised concerning the accuracy of Wilson's basic set of 
laboratory sound-speed measurements. It is recommended that new laboratory measure- 
ments be made. The experimental design should permit a rigorous statistical analysis of the 



t'iiuil data. The iiK-asurcmcnt interval, redundancy, and raiidomi/.ation of tlie measurements 
should be considered. The measurements should be made over the real-ocean temperature- 
salinity-pressure domain. 

4. Prior to implementing recommendation 3 the following preliminary sound-speed 
measurements are recommended: 

a. Perform sound-speed measurements on three samples of the same salinity where 
the salinity for one sample was formed in nature and the other two were obtained 
from higher and lower salinity seawater samples by dilution with distilled water 
and evaporation, respectively. 

b. Perform sound-speed measurements on two natural seawater samples of the same 
salinity obtained from different oceans where the processes responsible for de- 
termining the salinity are different. 

These two experiments should determine whether the sound speed in seawater 
samples of the same salinity is dependent on the processes, artificial or natural, that deter- 
mine the salinity. The results of these experiments, and any indicated follow-up experi- 
ments, should be used to design the new set of measurements suggested in recommendation 
3. 

5. Simultaneous in sitt4 measurements of sound speed, temperature, salinity, pressure, 
and depth should be made to determine the relationship of sound speeds computed from 
empirical equations based on laboratory measurements to sound speeds obtained from in 
situ measurements. 

iv 
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BACKGROUND 
i 

,   ' Many problems in underwater acoustics require knowledge of the distribution of 
sound speed. Information of these distributions is obtained directly, from IN situ measure- 
/ments, or indirectly, from temperature, salinity, ai)d pressure measurements. At the present 
time most seawäter sound-speed information is obtained indirectly 'using conversion equa- 

itions based on laboratory measurements made by Wilson (references 1-6). Wilson's 
(October) conversion equation (reference 4) is most widely used. , 

Recent studies by Leroy (reference 7) and Anderson and Pedersen (reference 8) 
suggest that the sound speeds computed using the Wilson (October) equation vary systehi- 
atically from laboratory sound measurements for realistic (i.e., those actually found in the 
oceans or seas) temperature-salinity-pressure domains. ' 

i     This paper examines the internal consistency of Wilson's laboratory sound-speed 
measurements, and examines the Wilson (October) sound-speed equation for bias over   , 
realistic temperature-salinity-pressUre domains, it presents a less-biased conversion equation 
for .computing sound speed for realistic temperature-salinity-pressure domains, and develops 
■ procedure to approximately^orrect existing sound speeds computed using Wilson's 
(October) equation. , , 

)     i 

WILSON'S LABORATORY SOUND^SPEED MEASUREMENTS 

Wilson's laboratory sound-speed data set consists of the following subsets: 88 meas- 
urements on distilled water, 581 on seawater of 33.08 to 36.55 p^rts per.thousand (ppt), 
144 on SfJawattir of 9.94 to 30.03 ppt, and 6 on seawatef of 34.99 and 42.15 ppt.j    , i 

The first subset consisted of distilled water measurements (reference I) made at 
approximately 10oC intervals from 0.9l0C to 91.270C, plus a measurement at 2.770C, and 
for 141 kg/cm^ pressure intervals from atmospheric pressure to 984 kg/c;m". 

1        The second subset of measurements (reference I) was made at five salinities: 33.08, 
33.95,35.02, 36.02, and 36.55 ppt. At each salinity measurements were made at 10C 
temperature Intervals from -30C to 60C and at 50t intervals1 from 10oC to 30oC, at the 
same pressures used in the distilled water measurements. 

i The third subset of measurements (reference 2) was made at three salinities: 9.94, 
20.26, and 30.03 ppt. At each sailinity measurements were made at 50C intervals from 0oC 
to 20oC, with ^n additional measurement at 30oC. The measurements were made at the   i 

.same pressures as used in the distilled water measurements. I 

'        The fourth subset of measurements6 was made at two salinities: 34.99 ami 42.15 
ppt. They were made to obtain data at extremes of temperature (39.850C), salinity 
(42.14 ppt), and pressure (1150 kg/cn»2). , 

The origin and history of the seawater samples is described in Appendix A. 
The distribution of these ^lata is summarized, in figure I .* The upper figure shows 

the distribution for measurements mado at atmospheric pressure and the lowjer figure shows 
the distribution for measurements made at 703 kg/cm2. The distribution of the 

i 

*To assist the reader the approximate depth corresponding to the pressure is sftdwn. 
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measurements for the remaining pressures was the same as for the 703 kg/cm*- pressure. 
In the lower figure the measurement at 39.850C' and 42.14 ppt was made at 141 and 281 
kg/cnr only. The distribution of the measurements with respeet to temperature and 
salinity is noiumiform. Almost 50 percent of the measurements were made over the tem- 
perature interval from -30C to 60C and the salinity interval from 33.08 to 36.55 ppt. 

Concerning the accuracy of the distilled water measurements Wilson states (refer- 
ence 3): "The total error, which is the sum of the random errors and the systematic errors, 
is then -0.106 m/soc to +0.1 20 m/sec depending on what pressure is considered. The over- 
all accuracy is then at least 1 part in 10000." 

In summary, a total of 771 measurements* of sound speed were made at unequal 
intervals of salinity from 0 to 42.15 ppt. unequal intervals of temperature from -3.00oC' to 
39.8SCC, am1 equal intervals of pressure from atmospheric pressure to 984 kg/cm-, plus 
one measurement at 1150 kg/cm2. Except for distilled water at atmospheric pressure**, 
these measurements are the basic data set for which various mathematical models to com- 
pute sound speed, as a function of temperature, salinity, and pressure have been developed. 

THE OCEANS TEMPERATURE-SALINITY-PRESSURE DOMAIN 

It is obvious that certain combinations of temperature, salinity, and pressure do not 
exist in the world's oceans. Obviously, distilled water at 30oC and l)84 kg/cm- (about 9510 
meters) is not found in the oceans. Leroy (reference 7) presents the concept of "Neptunian" 
waters which he defines as "all the waters of the world that are interconnected by natural 
waterways deep enough to allow medium-size ships to transit freely." lie states that this 
definition "has the two advantages of corresponding to operational conditions and of elimi- 
nating the completely dosed seas and lakes where extraneous conditions are found." Based 
on Leroy's analysis two realistic temperature-salinity-depth domains are defined: a real- 
ocean domain and an open-ocean domain. The real-ocean domain contains all values of the 
triplets that are found in "Neptunian" waters and the open-ocean domain contains all values 
of the triplets found in the major oceans and seas. These domains are summarised in figure 
2. Comparison of figures 1 and 2 shows that the open-ocean domain includes all measure- 
ments made by Wilson at atmospheric pressure except the two made at 39.850C. The 
temperature-salinity domain decreases rapidly with depth. As shown on figure 1. by dashed 
outline, only 14 out of 96 measurements are included at the 6800-meter depth for the open- 
ocean domain.  For selected seas the domains at atmospheric pressure are also shown on 
figure 1. In the Mediterranean Sea the salinity varies from 37 to 39 ppt. Hence, no meas- 
urements of sound-speed are in the Mediterranean Sea salinity-pressure domain. 

*Fony-cighl of the distilkd water mvasurements were made at temperatures greater than 30'C. These temperatures 
are not generally observed in nature and are not ineluded in the basic data set. 

**Olher investigators have made sound-speed measurements on distilled water. Their measurements are used hy some 
investigators together with Wilson's seawatcr measurements to develop sound-speed equations. See l.ovett (referenee 9l 
for a recent review of distilled water measurements. 

• 
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Figure 2. Ocean temperature-salinity-depth domain. Figure 2A shows the temperature-pressure domain and 
figure 2B shows the salinity-pressure domain. The solid lines show the upper and lower bounds, as a func- 
tion of pressure, for the teal ocean domain The symbol (x) shows where Wilson made laboratory sound- 
speed measurements in the open-ocean domain and the symbol (•) shows where measurements were 
made in the real-ocean domain. The shaded areas show where no laboratory measurements were made. 



INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF WILSON'S LABORATORY 
SOUND-SPEED MEASUREMENTS 

Direct examination of the internal consistency of Wilson's data set is not possible 
since the sound-speed measurements were not made at identieal temperatures, e.g., the 
measurements at 10oC were actually at temperatures varying from 9.8320C to 10.203oC. 
This variation in temperature is equivalent to a sound-speed change of approximately 
1.4 m/sec, which is considerably larger than the anomalies being sought. Thus, an indirect 
approach which assumes a selected functional form of the temperature, salinity, and pres- 
sure dependence will be employed. An analysis of the residuals* between the sound-speed 
measurements and values calculated for the appropriate functional form will be used to 
detect any possible systematic anomalies in the measurements. 

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE 

Greenspan and Tschicgg (reference 10) made sound-speed measurements on distilled 
water at atmospheric pressure and at 83 temperatures varying from 0.140C to 99.06oC. A 
fifth-degree polynomial, least-square fitted to these measurements, had a standard deviation 
of the measurements from the model of 0.026 m/sec with a maximum residual of 0.06 
m/sec. Greenspan and Tschiegg published a table of sound speeds computed from their 
equation. A third-degree polynomial was least-square fitted to the Greenspan and Tschiegg 
computed sound speeds over a temperature range of 0 to 3S0C. The standard deviation of 
the residuals about the third-degree polynomial was 0.010 m/sec and the largest positive and 
negative residuals were +0.011 and-0.020 m/sec, respectively. As previously noted, Wilson 
made sound-speed measurements on distilled water for eleven temperatures from 0.910C 
to 91.270C, and on 8 pressures from atmospheric pressure to 984 kg/cm^. Five of the meas- 
urements were made in the 0oC to 30oC temperature interval. The third-degree polynomial 
was found to be an adequate model for these measurements as well. The standard devia- 
tions of the residuals were 0.22, 0.44,0.21,0.15, 0.24, 0.13,0.25, and 0.17 m/sec for the 
8 pressure levels, respectively. Using the above as justification, the functional form of the 
temperature dependence is assumed to be 

C(T)Sp = aQ+ 3^+32^ + 33^ (1) 

Equation 1 was least-square fitted to the 72 sets of the original Wilson sound-speed 
measurements. Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of the residuals between the measure- 
ments and equation I as a function of salinity and pressure, respectively. Figure 3 shows a 
marked difference in the distribution of the residuals for measurements made on the set 
{0, 33.08, 33.95, 35.02, 36.02, 36.55 ppt}, referred to as salinity set 1, and the set{9.94, 
20.26, 30.03 ppt}, referred to as salinity set 2.** The largest residuals are associated with 

*The word "residual" w/tt be used to denote the difference between a measurement and a regression model. 

"The measurements made on the water samples in salinity set 2 were made sometime after those made on salinity set I. 
See Appendix A for additional remarks concerning when the measurements were made and how long it twk to make 
them. 
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salinity set 2. Figure 4 shows that the residuals vary systematically with increasing pressure 
with the larger residuals associated with the larger pressures. 

The absulute value of tlie residuals fur salinity set 1 and salinity set 2 is summarized 
in ogives A and B in figure 5, while ugive C summarizes the residuals for the union of the 
two sets.  For salinity set 2, 47 percent of the residuals are less than 0,1 m/sec while for 
salinity set 1, 66 percent are less than this value. The largest individual residuals were 0.65 
m/sec and 0.35 m/sec for each set of data, respectively. 

The range between the largest negative and largest positive residual for the two 
salinity sets for each pressure is presented in table 1. For salinity set 1 the magnitude of the 
range is relatively independent of pressure, varying from 0.43 m/sec at 562 kg/cnr to 0.69 
m/sec at 984 kg/cnr. Salinity set 2 shows a dependence with pressure as the magnitude of 
the range gradually increases from 0.25 m/sec at I kg/cm2 to 1.17 m/sec at 984 kg/cm2. 
Measurements made on the 20.26 and 30.03 ppt seawater are the principle contributors to 
this dependence. For all 765 measurements, 77.6 percent of the residuals were less than or 
equal to 0.15 m/sec and 95.6 percent of the residuals were less than or equal to 0.30 m/sec. 

100 

0 0.3 0.6 
absolute value of residuals (rn/sec) 

I igure S. Ogives of the absolute value of the residuals between 
sound-speed measurements and a third-degree polynomial model of 
sound speed as a function of temperature. Salinity interval: A |9.94 - 
30.03). B |0, 33.8 - 36.55), C [0 - 36.55). 



Table 1. Runge Between the Largest Negative und 
Lurgest Positive Residual 

Pressure 
kg/cm2 

Depth 
m 

Range (m/set) 

Salinity Set 1 

1 0 0,48 
141 1351 0.63 
281 2712 0.53 
422 4072 0.48 
562 5434 0.43 
703 6795 0.56 
844 8155 0.53 
984 9516 0.69 

Salinity Set 

0.25 
0.56 
0.54 
0.64 
0.91 
0.96 
1.14 
1.17 

SALINITY DEPENDENCE 

Wilson's measurements were made at 9 salinities. For each salinity he measured 
sound speed at 8 pressures and from 5 to 15 temperatures. He reported that the sound- 
speed measurements were made at constant salinities and pressures. As already noted, in 
the case of temperature, the measurements were made at approximately constant 
temperatures. 

In order to examine the functional dependence of sound speed on salinity holding 
temperature and pressure constant, equation 1, using the appropriate constants, was used to 
compute sound speeds at 50C intervals from 0oC to 30oC. These computed values will be 
referred to as Wilson's üJ/wrct/ sound-speed measurements. A study of the adjusted meas- 
urements suggested the following model for the salinity dependence: 

CCSVp p = bQ+b^ + bjS2 (2) 

Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of the residuals between the adjusted measui c- 
ments and equation 2 as a function of temperature and pressure, respectively. Figure 6 
shows that the largest residuals are associated with the lower and higher temperatures. The 
range in residuals is: 

o0c 1.21 m/sec 20oC 0.61 m/sec 

5 1.52 25 0.69 

0 1.35 30 1.08 
5 0.90 
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Figure 7 shows that the magnitude of the residuals increases at the high pressures 
with the range in residuals being: 

kg/em .m2 

141 
281 
422 

0.49 m/sec 562 kg/enr 1.23 m/sec 
0.65 703 1.30 
0.78 844 1.38 
1.03 l)84 1.52 

These results are not unexpected.  In making laboratory measureinents involving tempera- 
ture and pressure it is more dilYicult to control the accuracy of the measurement the further 
the measurement is from the ambient condition, in this case, room temperalure and atmos- 
pheric pressure. 

Further study of the residuals shows that the largest residuals are associated with the 
30.03 and 33.08 ppt seawater samples. This observation is substantiated in figure 8 which 
summari/.es the residuals between Wilson's adjusted measurements and sound-speed com- 
puted from equation 2 for each salinity. The symbol (A) is the average residual for each 
salinity. The biased distributions of these residuals for salinities of 30.03 and 33.08 ppt 
are obvious. For the 30.03 ppt data all residuals are negative, varying from -0.05 to -0.65 
m/sec with an average of -0.34 m/sec, while at 33.08 ppt they are positive, varying from 
0.06 to 0.87 m/sec with an average of 0.35 m/sec. In addition, the residuals for the 9.94 
ppt data also appear biased with only 4 out of 56 residuals being negative. The average 
bias for this salinity is 0.15 m/sec. 

Table 2 summarizes the average residuals for each salinity as a function of pressure. 
The right-hand column contains the average of the average residuals.  These values are 
plotted on figure 8. The absolute value of the average residuals for the 30.03, 33.08, and 
36.55 ppt data increase with increasing depth while those for the 9.94 ppt data decrease. 
No systematic variation of the residuals for the other salinities are observed. This systematic 
average variation is: 

-0.14 m/sec from 141 to 844 kg/cm2 for 9.94 ppt data 
0.29 m/sec from I to 703 kg/cm- for 30.03 ppt data 
0.36 m/sec from 141 to 984 kg/cm- for 33.08 ppt data 
0.32 m/sec from 422 to 984 kg/cm- for 36.55 ppt data 

Two interpretations of these results are possible. One. that sound speed in seawater 
behaves in an anomalous manner at salinities near 30 to 33 ppt: or, two, the salinities of the 
water samples used to measure sound speed were incorrectly determined. To the author's 
knowledge there is no reason to suspect anomalous behavior, and the second interpretation 
is assumed to be correct. No explanation for the varying behavior of the average residuals 
as a function of pressure is offered. 

Using equation 2 the salinity for any given sound speed may be computed. This was 
done for each sound speed to determine what the salinity should have been to give the adjusted 

11 
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I I Table 2. Summary of Average Residuals (m/sec) Between Wilson's Adjusted 
SoundrSpeed Measurements and Kquation 2 tor Bach Salinity 

Salinity i        i 

(ppt) 
1 

i ,  IF ressure (kg/cm- > . 
i 

I, 

i 

141 281 , 422 562 i 703 844 984 , Average 

0.00 -0.01 -0.10 -0.08 -0.09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.04 -0.03 -0.06 

i 9.94 0.02 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.16 0.14 ,0.09 0.1,1 0.15 

20.26 0.00 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 H0.ü2; 

30.03 -0.12 -P.32^ -0.33 -0.36 -0.36 -0.41 -0.40 -0.40 -0.34 

33.08 0,24 0.16 0.22 p.30 0.37 0.47 0.49 0.54 0.35 

33.95 -0.13 ^0.11 -0.09 -0.12 -0.10 -0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.09   i 

35.02   i 0.00 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.03 ,0.05 0.04 0.08 0.04 

36.02 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.Ö5 0.06 0.05 

36.^5 -0.08 0.04 ' 0.04 0.05 -0.03 
i 

-0.10 -0.17 
_ i 

-0.27. -0.07 

sound-speed measurements. Figure 9 summarizes the dilTerences between t|iese salinities 
and the original salinities. The format is the same1 as that uied in figure 8. For the 30.03 
ppt seawater'the differences were all positive, varying from 0.07 ppt to 0.57 ppt with an 
average of 0.29 ppt. At 33.08 ppt they were all negative, varying from -0.69 ppt to -0.0^ 
lipt with an average of-0.29 ppt. In additioii, the differences for the 9.94 ppt seawater 
averaged 70.14 pot. ,, , 

Table 3 summarizes the av'erage differences fpr'each salinity as a function of depth. 
As in the case of the sound-speed residuals the following systematic variations in the     , 
absolute value of the differences is noted: 1 

•' -0.1Ö ppt from 141 to 844 kg/cm-for  9.94 ppt data   1 

1 0.24 ppt from ,  I to 703 kg/cm- for 30.03 ppt data 
0.^1 ppt from 141 to 984 kg/cm'2 for 33.08 ppt data 
0.26 ppt fronS 422 to 984kg/cm- for 36.55 ppt da'ta 

j | 

It is concluded that the salinities of the 9.94, 30.03, and 33.08 pp; y'ater samplesi 
appear to be in error. Since if is impossible to repeat the sound-speed measurements or 
redetermine the salinities of the water samples used in the original measurements, and since 
these are the only set of sound-^speed measurements made as a function of temperature and 
pressure, it is appropriate to correct these salinities by the average differences. The corrected 
salinities are 9.80, 30.32, and 32.79 ppt, respectively. 1 

Equation 2 was refitted to the adjusted sound-speed measurements, using the cor- 
rected salinities', and the sound-speed residuals redetermined. Figures 10 and 11 summarize 
the average residuals as a function of temperature and pressure, respectively. There does 
not sepm to be any Systematic variation In the nature of the distribution of the average 
residuals related to temperature. However, at pressures greater than 422 kg/cm- the average 

I 
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salinity difference (ppt) 

36.02 

lipurc 4. DilTt.-rciKVN bolwcoii the given salinity and the salinity eumputed fur equation 2, 
assuinin{! the adjusted sound-speed ineasurement to be eorreet. The symbol (*) marks the 
average residual tor each salinity. 

Table 3. Summary of Average DilTerencestppt) Between the Given Salinity 
ami the Salinity Computed from Hquation 2 Assuming the 
Adjusted Sound-Speed Measurement 

Salinity Pressure (kg /cm-) 

(ppt» 
i 141 281 422 502 703 844 984 Average 

0.00 0.01 o.oy 0.0') 0.09 0.07 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.00 

«J.lM -0.12 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.15 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 -0.14 

20.20 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.05 -0.01 0.02 

30.03 0.11 0.27 0.27 0.30 0.29 0.35 0.33 0.35 0.29 

33.08 -0.18 -0.15 -0.18 -0.24 -0.29 -0.37 -0.41 -0.40 -0.29 

33.()5 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.07 

35.02 0.01 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 -0.U3 -0.05 -0.04 -0.08 -0.04 

30.02 -0.06 -0.04 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 

30.55 0.07 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.22 0.06 
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residuals (m/sec) 
0 0.5 1.0 

40 

ligure 10. Residuals between Wilson's adjusted sound-speed measurements and sound 
speed computed from equation 2 for each temperature. Corrected salinities used to 
determine coefficients in equation 2. 

residuals (m/sec) 
0 
T 

Figure 11. Residuals between Wilson's adjusted sound-speed measurements and sound 
speed computed from equation 2 for each pressure. Corrected salinities used to 
determine coefficients in equation 2. 
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rcsidu.ils iiKTCJso systcmutically with increasing pressure. The range ot the average 
residuals increases from 0.42 ni/sec at 422 kg/cm- to 0.87 m/sec at 984 kg/cm-. 

I igure 12 summari/es the average residuals as a runction ot'saiinity. A comparison 
of figure 12 witli ligure 8 clearly shows the improvement in the nature of the distribution 
of the average residuals and the removal of most of the bias.   The residuals ire still some- 
what anomalous at 32.79 ppt (formerly 33.08 ppt) with 9 residuals being greater than 
0.25 m sec. All 9 values were observed at pressures greater than 562 kg/cm-. Hight other 
residuals were less than or equal to -0.25 m/sec. Four of these were observed at 36.55 ppt 
at the largest pressure, 984 kg/cm-: and 4 at 30.32 ppt at pressures greater than 703 kg/cm~. 
fable 4 summari/es the average residuals for each salinity as a function of pressure. 

Using equation 2. the salinity necessary to give the adjusted sound speed was deter- 
mined for each sound speed. These dilTerences are summarized in table 5 and figure 13. 
These data should be compared with the data in table 4 and figure 8. The average of the 
average dilTerences for each salinity is shown in the right-hand column of table 5. These 
averages are all less than 0.06 ppt. 

residuals (m/sec) 

0 
T 

0.5 
r 

c 
o 

9! 

w 
01 n 
E 
3 
C 

36.02 

36.55 

I iiiurc 12. Rcsiduuls between Wilson's adjusted sound-speed measurements and sound speeds 
computed from equation 2. for eaeh salinity. Corrected salinities used in determinln;'. 
eoctfieients in equation 2. The symbol (*) marks the average residual for eaeh salinity. 
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Table 4. Summary of Average Residuals (m/sec) Between Wilson's Adjusted 
Sound-Speed Measurements and Equation 2 Using Corrected 
Salinities 

Salinity 
(PPt) 1 

Pressure (kg/cm~) 

141      281      422      562      703     844     984    Average 

0.00 0.05 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 

9.80 -0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.03 

20.26 0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 

30.32 0.24 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.00 

32.79 -0.11 -0.18 -0.13 -0.04 0.02 

33.95 -0.12 -0.10 -0.08 -0.10 -0.09 

35.02 0.01 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.05 

36.02 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.04 

36.55 -0.07 0.05 0.06 0.07 -0.02 

0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 

0.00 -0.04 -0.04 0.01 

-0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.01 

-0.09 -0.06 -0.06 0.02 

0.12 0.16 0.22 0.01 

-0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.08 

0.06 0.05 0.09 0.05 

0.03 0.07 0.06 0.06 

-0.09 -0.16 -0.25 -0.05 

Table 5. Summary ot Average Diflerences (ppt) Between Wilson's Adjusted 
Sound-Speed Measurements and Equation 2 for each Salinity 

Salinity Pressure (kg cm-) 

(PPt) 1 141 281 422 562 703 844 984 Average 

0.00 -0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 

9.80 0.09 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.03 -0.01 0.03 0.04 -0.02 

20.20 -0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 

30.32 -0.19 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.05 -0.02 

32.79 0.09 0.14 0.11 0.04 -0.01 -0.09 -0.13 -0.17 0.00 

33.95 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.06 

35.02 -0.01 -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 -0.05 -0.09 -0.05 

36.02 0.06 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 0.01 0.07 0.13 0.21 Ü.04 
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20.26 
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33.95 
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36.55 

I mure 13. KcsiduaK between corrected salinity and the salinity computed Iroin equation 2. 
assuming the adjusted sound-speed measurements. The symbol (*) marks the average residual 
for each salinity. 

PRHSSURE DEPENDENCE 

A study of Wilson's adjusted sound-speed measurements suggested the following 
model lor the pressure dependence: 

("(P)T.S ' •'■o + cip + c:,>: + c3p3 (3) 

I quation 3 was least-square littcd to the adjusted sound-speed measurements.  Figures 14 
and IS show the distribution ofthe residuals between the measurements and equation 3 
as a function of temperature and salinity, respectively.  Hxamination of these distributions 
show no anomalies with respect to pressure. In addition equation 3 is an excellent model 
lor the pressure dependence with the absolute value of all but 3 of the differences less than 
Ü. ID m sec. The largest positive and negative residuals were 0.2b m/sec and -0.15 m/sec, 
respectively. 
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liguro 14. ResiduuK between Wilson's adjusted sound-speed measurements and 
sound speed computed from liquation 3 for each temperature. 
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I'igure 15. Residuals between Wilson's sound-speed measurements and sound speed 
computed from I quutlon 3 for each salinity. 

SUMMARY 

f 
i 

Assuming a functional form for the dependence of seawater sound speed on temper- 
ature, salinity, and pressure, the residuals between the laboratory sound-speed measurements 
and the functional form are examined to detect any possible anomalies, or internal incon- 
sistencies, in the measurements. 

The analysis suggests that the salinity of three of the seawater samples appear to be 
in error by amounts considerably larger than the measurement errors. Correcting these 
salinities by an average correction and recomputing the residuals leads to a less biased dis- 
tribution of the average residuals. 



The analysis shows a marked change in the distribution of the residuals for measure- 
ments made on the five higher salinity samples versus the three lower salinity samples with 
the largest residuals associated with the latter three samples. 

The largest residuals occur ut the higher pressures and at the lower and higher tem- 
peratures since measurement accuracy is more difficult to control the further the measure- 
ment is from the ambient condition. 

A third-degree polynomial was found to be a good functional form for modeling the 
dependence of sound speed on temperature and pressure with a second-degree polynomial 
being satisfactory for expressing the salinity dependence. 

WILSON (OCTOBER) SOUND-SPEED EQUATION 

Several sound-speed models have been proposed and equations developed using data 
presented in the previous section. This section reviews the development of Wilson's equation 
and examines the residuals between measured and computed sound speeds over the previ- 
ously defined real-ocean and open-ocean temperature-salinity-pressure domains. 

The first model (reference 4) Wilson developed was a 20-variable polynomial model 
similar to one proposed by MacKenzie (reference 11) to fit the Kuwahara sound-speed 
tables. The equation's constants were determined by the method of least squares using the 
following subset of the basic data set: 

l-3oC,30oC| 

133.08 ppt. 36.55 ppt) 

II kg/cm2,984 kg/cm21 

Temperature (up to 15 values): 

Salinity (5 values): 

Pressure (8 values): 

This subset consisted of 581 measurements. This equation is known as the Wilson (June) 
equation. Note that the model covers only a 33.08 ppt to 36.55 ppt salinity domain. The 
second equation Wilson developed was an extension of his June equation to include the 
lower salinity measurements. 

The data subset consisted of 765 measurements made over the domain: 

Temperature (up to 15 values): l-30C, 3ü0Cl 

Salinity (9 values): 10 ppt, 36.55 pptl 

Pressure (8 values): (1 kg/cm-. 984 kg/cm" 1 

Concerning this measurement set Wilson (reference 2) states: "The present data, the values 
of the speed of sound in distilled water, reference 4, and the values used to obtain the 
earlier equation for sound speeds in seawater were combined to give 747 data samples in the 
salinity range 0 ppt < S «£ 37 ppt, the pressure range 14.7 psia < P < 14,000 psia, and the 
temperature range -30C < T < 3Ü0CV, The discrepancy of 18 between the number of 
measurements made, 765, and the number Wilson reports using, 747, in obtaining the co- 
efficients for the October equation is discussed in Appendix A. 
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The model consisted of the same 20 variables used in the June equation plus two 
additional terms (italics) for a total of 22 variables: 

C = a0 + a]! + a2T: + a^T3 + a^4 T                             Main Effects 

+ a5S + a^s- s 

+ a7l, + a8P: + a9P3 + a|0I>4 P 

^ a| |Ts + «y iT-s TXs Interactions 

+ (a|3p + a14P: + a|5P3)T PXT 

+ (a|6P + a,7P2)T: + a18PT3 

+ (a|9P + a2üP;!)s PX s 

+ (a2lT + w_,_,7'")sP TXsX P 

Where T. S, and P are temperature, salinity, and pressure, C is sound speed, s = S - 35, and 
the a's are constants. The constants were determined as follows (reference 2): 

"The coefficients of the equation were obtained by forming a 20X20 
matrix and solving this matrix on an IBM 704 computer using the 
method of least squares for the 747 points involved. The two addi- 
tional salinity terms were generated by proper scaling of the variables 
in the equation, i.e., they did not appear in the original matrix. 
During the solution of the matrix, 16 digits were carried; the subse- 
quent, and less important computations were carried out with eight 
digit operations." 

The sound speed was computed for each of the 765 measurements and the residuals 
(AC = laboratory measured sound speed minus computed sound speed) obtained. Average 
values of these residuals are summamed in figures 16 and 17. 

Figure 16A summarizes the average residuals as a function of salinity. The symbol 
(•), connected by solid lines, shows the averages for the real-ocean domain and the symbol 
(x) shows the averages for the open-ocean domain. For the real-ocean domain the residuals 
display an anomalous behavior for measurements made at 30.03, 33.08, and 33.95 ppt 
where the average residuals are 0.16, -0.30, and 0.21 m/sec, respectively. At 30.03 and 
33.95 ppt only 2 and 5 of the residuals were negative and at 33.08 ppt only I residual was 
positive. On the average the computed sound-speed gradients are biased with respect to the 
measurements by -0.46 m/sec when the salinity varies from 30.03 to 33.08 ppt and by 
0.51 m/sec when the salinities vary from 33.08 to 33.95 ppt. 

Figure I6B summarizes the average residuals as a function of pressure (depth). From 
the surface to 4070 meters there is good agreement between computed and measured sound 
speed. However, from 4070 to 8150 meters the computed sound speeds are systematically 
less than the laboratory measurements. Over this depth interval, on the average, the sound 
speed is biased by 0.42 m/sec. The largest vertical sound-speed gradient error occurs be- 
tween 4070 and 5430 meters. Over this i 360-mt;ter-thick layer the sound-speed bias is 
0.22 m/sec. For depths greater than 5430 meters in the real-ocean domain only 9 out of 
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1 igurc 16. Average residuals for real-ocean doman (•) and open-ocean domain (x) between Wilson's 
sound-speed measurements and sound-speeds computed from Wilson (October) equation as a func- 
tion of salinity (A) and depth (pressure) (B). 

71 residuals were positive, and the largest negative and positive residuals were -0.21 in/sec 
and 0.60 m/sec, respectively. In general, gradient errors at depths greater than 2710 meters 
are of particular importance to ray-theory applications for the computation of convergence- 
zone propagation losses, while gradient errors in the surface layers are of importance to 
normal mode computations of surface-sound-channel propagation losses. 

Figure 17 summarizes the average residuals as a function of temperature. Fig- 
ure I7A presents the residuals averaged over the entire real-ocean domain (•) and over the 
open-ocean domain (x). In general, the average residuals are positive for temperatures less 
than 60C and negative for temperatures greater than l0oC with ihe largest gradient error, 
0.25 m/sec/l0C for the real-ocean domain, observed between -|*C and -20C. Since the 
largest temperature gradients, both vertical and horizontal, are observed in the upper layers 
of the ocean, the distribution of the residuals at the surface and 1351 meters are of special 
interest. Figure 17C shows the residuals, averaged over the complete salinity domain for the 
surface. For temperatures greater than I50C the average residuals are all negative, with only 
5 out of the 31 individual differences being positive. The largest negative and positive indi- 
vidual residuals were -1.26 and 0.14 m/sec, respectively. The largest gradient error is ob- 
served at temperatures which commonly occur in the surface layers of oceans at mid- 
latitudes, i.e. between 10° and I50C. In the presence of a 50C' thermocline in the upper few 
lOO's of meters the average sound-speed gradient error would be 0.054 m/sec/l0C. 
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ligure 17. Average residuals between Wilson's sound-speed measurements and sound-speeds computed from 
Wilson's (October) equation as a function of temperature for open-ocean domain (A) and selected subsets 
(B.C.D). 
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Of more interest to open-ocean applications is the 33.08 to 36.SS ppt salinity inter: 
val. these data (*) are presented in figure 17D. The largest average bias in the absolute 
value of sound speed is -0.35'm/sec at 150C with sizable gradient errors generally occurring 
at all temperatures. The average resiiduals for1 the low salinity domain (0 to 30.03 ppt) are 
shown by the symbol (A). The systematic biases in the computed sound speeds are obvious 
at temperatures above 10oC. > • j 

Finally, figure 17B shows the average residuals at a depth of 1350 meters. The aver- 
age residuals vary about ze^o over the -20C to 100C temperature range observed at this 
depth for both real-ocean and open-ocean domains. On the average the computed sound  ' 
spebds are, within 0.12 m/sec of the labipratory measurements. The greatest individual 
residuals were,-0.57 m/sec1 at JO'Cand 0.31 m/s^c at 50C.   ' 

As noted on figure I the temperature-salinity domain for the Mediterranean and 
Red Sea is outside the domain of Wilson's soupd-speed measurements at all depthsi, except 

•for the lowest surface salinities in the Mediterranean Sea. An examination of the individual 
residuals suggests that the measured sound speeds for the Mediterranean Sea are.from -0.03 
to -0.32 m/sec lower than those computed from equation 4. At the other depths nothing 
can be said concerning errors in computed sound speed since no measurements wer,e made 
in the pertinent domains. A clue may be found in the two measurements Wilson (reference 
6) made at 39.850G and 42.15 ppt for 1350 and 2710 qieter depths. Thesfe measurements 
were 1.50 and 2.13 m/sec lower than values extrapolated from equation 4. They suggest       ' 
that the bias jn equation 4 is pressure dependent when extrapolations are made to higher 
temperatures and salinities outside the measured domains., 

A limited pumber of measurements were made m the Black Sea and Baltic Sea ' 
surface temperature-salinity domainy. Referring to figure 1, the average of residuals for the 
Black Sea of the measurements made at the surfacbgind 10 and 20 pp^ salinity is 0.14 m/sec. 
The residuals vary systematically over the temperature domain, being 0.47 m/sec at 0oC and i, 
-0.19 m/sec at 20oC. The Black Sea hps a mean depth of 1197 meters and a rrtaxim'um 
depth of 2245 meters. The nearest measurement to the Black Sea domain at 1351 meters 
is 0.33 m/sec and at \ 350 meters is 0.5 2 m/sec lower than computed. For a computed 
vertical sound-speed profile the sound-speed gradients would be different from those indi- 
cated by the sound-speed measurements made in or near the open-ocean temperature-salinity' 
domain. The B^'Mc Sea is shallow with a mean depth of 65 meters and a maximum depth 
of 459 meters, thus, only the atmospheric pressure measurements are applicable. The mean 
of the four residuals at salinities of 0 and 10 ppt and temperatures of 0oC to 80C is 0.45 ml 
sec. Thus, computed sound speeds would be lower than the measurements indicate. 

In summary, residuals'betweeii Wilson's laboratory sound-speed measurements and 
sound speeds computed from Wilson's (October) sound-speed equation have been examined 
for the real-ocean and open-ocean temperature-salinity-pressure domains. The analysis 
showed that the computed sound-speed gradients ^re systematically biased with respect to 
the laboratory measurements ov^r temperature, salinity, and depth intervals Of interest to 
acoustic applications. Of particular interest are the systematic vertical sound-speed gradient 
biases for depths greater than 2710 meters and the bias in the absolute value of sound speed 
in the near-surface layers. For depths greater than 2710 meters the computed sound-speed 
gradients generally are less than those indicated by the laboratory measurements and near 
the surface the absolute value of the sound speed is higher than the laboratory measurements i 
for temperatures greater than 10oC; , 
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PROPOSED SOUND-SPEED EQUATIONS 

The prcviuus discussiun concluded that sound speeds computed from Wilson's 
(October) equation are biased with respect to the laboratory sound-speed measurements 
over temperature, salinity, and depth intervals of importance to acoustic propagation. This 
section discusses four additional equations based on Wilson's laboratory measurements. 
Three of the equations are least-square fits to polynomial models and the fourth a model 
proposed by Leroy (reference 7). The objective of this search for a new sound-speed model 
is to remove the sound-speed gradient biases, with respect to Wilson's laboratory measure- 
ments, that are obtained when using Wilson's (October) equation. 

A computer program, developed by H. W. Frye of the Naval Undersea Research and 
Development Center (personal communication), utilizing stepwise regression (reference 12) 
will be used to evaluate the model's coefficients. The input to this program is a set of vari- 
ables and the data to be fitted. The regression model is built up by the addition of one 
variable at a time; in each case the variable added is the one of the remaining set which best 
improves the fit and is also statistically significant at a specified probability level. In this 
application a significance level of 0.99 was chosen. 

MODEL I 

Wilson's original model, equation 4, was a polynomial consisting of 22 variables 
wiiere the coefficients, based on 747 of 765 measurements were determined using least- 
square and scaling techniques. Model 1 is the same Wilson 22-variable October equation. 
However, the coefficients are determined by stepwise regression using a 0.99 significance 
level and the complete set of 765 measurements instead of 747 measurements, in addition 
the variables were not scaled for purposes of determining the coefficients. (See Appendix A 
for a discussion of the scaling technique used by Wilson). 

The stepwise regression procedure selected a 19-variable model. The variables that 
did not contribute significantly to improving the least-squares fit were the T , P , and T2SP 
terms. Some pertinent statistics are: 

Number of observations 765 

Number of input variables 22 

Number of selected variables 19 

Standard deviation of the observations about regression 0.29 m/sec 

Percent variance explained by regression 99.9980 

Largest positive residual +1.25 m/sec 

Largest negative residual -1.12 m/sec 

All of the positive residuals greater than 0.80 m/sec were for a salinity of 30.03 ppt while 
all negative res Juals greater than -0.80 m/sec were for a salinity of 33.08 ppt. Figures 18 
and 1l) summari/e average values of the residuals between the laboratory sound-speed 
meaNurcments and the sound-speed computed from Model 1 as a function of salinity, depth, 
and temperature. For comparison the format is the same as that of figures 16 and 17. 
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Figure 18. Average residuals for real-ocean (•)and open-ocean (x) domains between Wilson's sound-spued 
measurements and sound-speeds computed from Model I as a function of salinity (A) und depth (B). 

As indicated by figure 18A the differences continue to show an anomalous behavior 
for measurements made at 30.03, 33.08, and 33.95 ppt. At 30.03 and 33.95 ppt ail differ- 
ences were positive and at 33.08 ppt they are all negative. The computed sound speeds 
contain about the same biases as previously noted for the original Wilson (October) equation. 
Figure 18B summarizes the average differences as a function of depth. From the surface to 
4070 meters there is good agreement between measured and computed sound speeds. At 
depths greater than 4070 meters the gradient error, while less than for Wilson's original 
equation, it still present. Figure 19 summarizes the average residuals as a function of tem- 
perature. The sound-speed bias present in the original Wilson equation at temperatures 
greater than 10oC for the complete real-ocean domain (figure 17A) and at temperatures 
greater than 150C for the surface salinity domain (figure 17C) is not present in Model I. The 
only temperature bias noted for Model 1 is at the lower salinities and lower temperatures 
(figure 19D). The average temperature biases for the 1350 meter data have also been re- 
duced when compared with Wilson's original equation. 
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l-'igure 19. Average residuals between Wilson's sound-speed measurements and sound-speed computed from Model 1 
as a function of temperature for real-ocean domain (A) and selected subsets (B, C, D). 
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In summary, Model I contains the same salinity anomalies, reduces the depth sound- 
speed gradient errors, und removes the temperature bias (except at low salinities and low 
temperatures) when compared to the Wilson (October) equation. 

MODEL II 

This model is the same as Model i except three salinities are adjusted by the average 
amounts shown in table 3. The following adjustments were made: 

9.94pptto   9.80 ppt 

30.03 ppt to 30.32 ppt 

33.08 ppt to 32.79 ppt 

The stepwise regression procedure selected, from the 22-input variables, the same 
19 variables as were selected for Model 1. Some pertinent statistics arc: 

Number of observations 765 

Number of input variables 22 

N u mber of selected variables 19 

Standard deviation of the observations about regression Ü.22 m/scc 

Percent variance explained by regression 99.9989 

Largest positive residual +0.86 m/sec 

Largest negative residual -0.79 m/sec 

Of the 8 largest residuals greater than the absolute value of 0.7 m/sec, 7 were observed at 
pressures greater than 844 kg/cm. Two of the 8 were observed at 30.32 ppt and 2 were 
observed at 32.79 ppt. 

Figure 20A summarizes the residuals as a function of salinity. Comparisons with 
figures 16A and 18A show a change in the anomalous behavior of the residuals at the higher 
salinities. At 30.32 ppt all residuals were negative, at 32.79 ppt only 14 out of 49 residuals 
were negative, and at 33.95 ppt only 2 out of 77 were negative. In addition, at 9.80 ppt the 
average residual increased to 0.18 m/scc. Thus, the adjustment of the salinities by amounts 
averaged over all pressures and temperatures has not materially improved the distribution of 
residuals with respect to salinity. Figure 20B summurizes the differences with respect to 
depth. A comparison with figure I6B shows that the sound-speed gradient error present in 
the Wilson (October) equation from 4070 to 6800 meters has been removed. For depths 
greater than 6800 meters, however. Model II still shows some sound-speed gradient error. 
For practical purposes Model 11 contains a negligible sound-speed gradient error. Figure 21 
summarizes the average residuals with respect to temperature for the complete real-ocean 
domain (•) and the open-ocean domain (x) and for selected subsets of the complete domain. 
A comparison with figure 19 shows a marked similarity in the distribution of the average 
residuals. 

In summary. Model II also contains salinity anomalies that would affect sound-speed 
gradients in a manner similar to the anomalies present in the Wilson (October) equation and 
Model I. The major improvement obtained by adjusting three salinities was in removing the 
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I'igute 20. Average residuals fur reul-uccan (•) and open-ocean (x) domains between Wilson's sound-speed 
measurements and sound-speeds computed from Model II as a function of salinity (A) and depth (B). 

depth bias from 4070 to 6800 meters. With respect to Model 1, the standard deviation of 
the residuals about regression was reduced about 25 percent    from 0.29 m/sec to 0.22 ml 
sec    indicating some improvement in the overall fit. 
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I'igurc 21. Average residuals between Wilson's sound-speed measurements and sound 
speeds computed from Model II as a function of temperature for the real-ocean 
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MOUtL 111 

The first section oftliis paper discussed the functional dependence of Wilson's 
sound-speed measureinents on temperature, salinity, and pressure. It was concluded that u 
third-degree polynomial was an adequate model for the temperature and pressure dependence 
and a second-degree polynomial was adeciuate for the salinity dependence. Model III con- 
sists of the above main effects and up to and including all fourth-degree interaction terms 
for a total of 28 initial variables. 

The data set for this model is the 344 measurements made in the domain listed in 
table 6, These measurements are the measurements included in the real-ocean domain (see 
figure 2) except the distilled water measurements are omitted. These measurements are 
deleted since, as shown by Lovett (reference 9). there is some question concerning their 
validity.  In addition, three uf the salinities were adjusted by the appropriate average values 
taken from table 3. These adjusted salinities are: 

9.94 ppt to  9.82 ppt 

30.03 ppt to 30.22 ppt 

33.08 ppt to 32.89 ppt 

The stepwise regression procedure, with a 0.99 significance level, selected the follow- 
ing 13-vuriable model: 

c = aQ + ajT + a->T" + »3^ T Main Effects 

+ a4S + a5S2 S 

+ a6P + a7P- P 

+ a8TS + a9T-S TXS Interactions 

+ aioTP2 + a,1T3P TXP 

+ a12SP3 SXP 

+ al3TSP TXSXP 

(5) 

where T, S, and P are temperature, salinity, and pressure, C is sound speed, and the a's are 
the constants whose values are listed in table 7. 

Some pertinent statistics are: 

Number of observations 344 

Number of input variables 28 

Number of selected variables 13 

Standard deviation of measurements about regression 0.15 m/sec 

Percent variance explained by regression 99.9988 

Largest positive residual +0.58 m/sec 

Largest negative residual -0.58 m/sec 
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Table 6. Real-Ocean Temperature-Salinity-Pressure Domain 

Pressure 
kg/cm- 

Depth 
m 

Tempeiaturc Salinity 
ppt 

Number 
Observations 

1 0 -2.166,30.514] (   9.82,36.55) 88 

141 1351 -2.166,20.298) [20.26,36.55] 70 

28! 2712 -2.J66, 20.298] [32.89,36.55] 60 

422 4072 -2.166,15.078) [32,89,36.55] 55 

562 5434 -2.166, 10.093) [33.95.36.021 30 

703 6795 -1.016,   5.224) [33.95,36.021 21 

844 8155 -1.016,   3.094] [33.95,35.02] 10 

984 9516 -1.016,   3.094] [33.95.35.02] 10 

344 

Table 7. Value of Constants for Model III 

Constant Value Variable 

a0 
al 
a2 
a3 
a4 
a5 
a6 
a7 

a8 
a9 
a10 
all 
a12 
aI3 

1402.95 

5.04411497177 

-5.62864935164 X 10-2 

2.41590769023 X 10-4 

1.24494448604 

2.29487467399 X 10-3 

1.57267431618 X lo-1 

2.04834941313 X 10-5 

-1.33395409949 X 10-2 

1.01470710283 X lO"4 

-8.35657086395 X 10-7 

2.89033197150 X io-7 

-2.00539914999 X io-1( 

4.18588753055 X io-6 

s 
s1- 
p 

p2 

TS 

T^ 
Tp2 

T3p 

SP3 

TSP 
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ilic absolute value of the residuals were ilislributed as follows: 

52.U pereent less than Ü.IÜ m/sec 

84.9 percent less than Ü.2Ü m/see 
l)5.3 percent less than 0.30 m/sec 

In general, this is a considerable improvement over Wilson's (October) equation where only 
M.l percent of the residuals were less than Ü.30 m/sec. 

Figure 22A suinmarizes the average residuals as a function of salinity. Comparison 
with figure I6A shows the salinity anomalies to be reduced considerably. For example, a 
change in salinity from 30 to 33 ppt reduces the bias change from -0.46 m/sec to 
-0.08 m/sec and a change from 33 to 34 ppt reduces the bias change from 0.51 m/sec to 
0.20 m/sec. The largest change in bias for Model 111 is over this latter salinity range. Fig- 
ure 22B summarizes the average residuals as a function of depth. A comparison of these 
data with those presented in figure 16B clearly shows the removal of all depth bias from the 
surface to 9510 meters. For the real-ocean domain all average residuals were between 
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I igurc 22. Average residuals for rcal-otcan domain (•) and open-ocean domain (x) (omitting distilled water 
measurements) between Wilson's sound-speed measurements and sound speeds computed from Model 111 a« 
a function of salinity (A) and depth (pressure) (B). 
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±0.06 m/sec. Figure 23 summarizes the residuals with respect to temperature for the com- 
plete real-ocean domain {•) and the open-ocean domain (x) (omitting the distilled water 
ineasurements) and for selected subsets of the complete domain. A comparison with the 
appropriate figures in figure 17 shows that the temperature bias present in the Wilson equa- 
tion has been removed or greatly reduced, for the case of the low-salinity surface domain, by 
Model III. 
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% 

surface salinity domain   C 
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-•_-■- 

-0.21 L. -L 
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surface salinity domain 

(33.89-36.55 ppt) 
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(9.82-30.22 ppt) 
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temperature, 0C 
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I igurc 23. Average residuuls between Wilson's sound-speed measureinents mi sound speeds 
computed from Model III M a lunetion of temperulure for the reukucan domain (A) and 
selected subsets (B. C, !)•   Distilled water measurements are not included. 
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In suinniury. Model III, utilizing 344 sound-speed measurements made in the real- 
ocean tcmpcraUirc-salinity-prcssure domain to determine a 13-variable third-degree poly- 
nomial equation has removed, or greatly reduced, all sound-speed gradient biases that are 
present in the Wilson (October) equation. The standard deviation of the sound-speed 
measurements with respect to equation 5 is Ü.I5 m/sec compared with 0.30 m/sec for the 
Wilson equation. The largest positive and negative residuals are +0.40 m/sec at -0.906oC, 
33.95 ppt.and 1350 meters and-0.58 m/sec at-2.1660C, 32.80 ppt, and 4070 meters,, 
respectively. These compare with +1.103 m/sec at 19.8750C, 20.26.ppt, and 9510 meters 
and -1.2^8 m/sec at 4.9470C, 33.08 ppt, and 9510 meters for Wilson's complete measure- 
ment set and his October equation. For the real-ocean domain and Wilson's equation the 
respective values are 0.77 m/sec at I0.2030C and -1.260 m/sec at 29.95 l0C both for dis- 
tilled water at the surface. 

LtROY SOUND-SPtEl) EQUATION 

Leroy (relerencc 7) recently proposed a 12-varlable fourth-degree polynomial model 
for computing sound speeds.  Leroy's objective was to obtain a simple, as well as more   , 
accurate, model amenable to desk calculator solution. He used sound-speed measurements 
made for values of temperature, salinity, and pressure "that are actually known to occur in 
Neptunian waters plus a small safety margin." The sound-speed measurements he used were 
a subset of the measurements Wilson used for developing his October equation except he 
substituted the distilled water measurements of Greenspan and Tschiegg (reference 13) for , 
Wilson's and included Wilson's high salinity and high temperature measurements (reference 
6). The data set Leroy used is summarized in table 8. Leroy's domain is not identical to 
either the real-ocean or open-ocean domains previously defined. It is closer to the open- 
ocean domain. His model is similar to Wilson's except that he uses depth as an independent 
variable instead of pressure. The model, for salinities greater than 30 ppt is: 

i 

C = aQ + a]!" + aVf- + ajT- 

+ a4S 

♦ i^L + u6Z- + JL-,'/? + a8Z4 

+ ac)Ts 

+ «inT*   +al jT-Z- 

+ ap0Z 

T 

s 

Z 

TXs 

TXZ 

0XZ 

Main E^ffects 

Interactions 
(6) 
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Table 8. 
i 

Leroy's Temperature-Sal nity-Pressure Domain 
;      ' 

Pressure Depth Teinperature   ' .'   Salinity Number 
,   kg/cm2 m '     .       '       O/--    .'                       1 PPt                 i Observations 

1 0 1-2.401 : '10,421001.     >   ■ 98 
141  , 1351 1-1.151 134.00,36.55] 40 

i 
1               i 1    15.151' 120.00,30.001 6 

,     281 2712 l-MOl 134.00,36.55] ,   36 

■' 
1-5,151 120.00] 3 

,    4^ 4p72 .    IM,61   ' 134.00.36.55] -V      ' 
562 5434 1-1,5]   , 134.00,36,55] 28 
703 ^795 ,        10,4), 134.00,36.55] ^ 
844 8155 10,3] 134.00, 36.55 ],     ' 16 
984 9516 10,3], 134.00,36.55] 16 

i 

i                       t 

295 

For salinity less than 30 ppt a correction of the following form must be added to equation 6: 

Cd = bjS2 + b,2S2Z + b3sT2 + b4sT3 (7)' 

In the above equationT is temperature,) s = (S-35) where S is the salinity, Z is depth, and 
0i is latitude. The a's and b's are coefficients to be determined froniithc measurements. In 
the above relationship pressure is related to depth for all 'iceans except tjie Black Sea and 
the Baltic Sea, by: •. ; i ' 

,   P(Z).= co + cI(s'in20)Z + c-,Z:: . i (8) 

For the Black and Baltic Sea: i 

P(Z) = dn + diZ + d^Z2 ,       ; (9) 

where the constantsare different for each seii. For equations 8 and 9 Leroy determinet| the 
constants empirically from historical hydrographic cast data. He states: "The error in speed 
introduced by the use of these formulas should not exceed 0.05 m/sec." ' 

Leroy is not clear as to how the constants in equation öiwere determined. Me states: 
"After a series of trials and successive approximations. carHed on until the differences from 
Wilson's equation were found to stay within ±0.1 'to 0.2 m/sec" he established a "first 
fohnula" which gave nearly the sami? results as Wilson's (October) equation. In other words, 
this "first formula" could be used in place of Wilson's (October) equation to give essentially 
the same results. Referring to equation 6 ht? states: "Following the same principles as 
before, it is also possible to develop another formula that, instead of fitting Wilson's equa- 
tion, fits a limited number of his measured values of soun^l speed."' The limited numbür of ■ 
measured Values are tho^e tabulated in table 8. In addition, he states that equation 6 " ... 
has been tstablished to minimize the errors when using data points in groups corresponding 
to each individual pressure.", ' ' 
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I hti MHUKI »peeda wert- uotnpiltod fof each of the 2l>5 incasurciucnts Lcroy used in 
cvaiiutting ilic goeffkient»of eqtuition (>. ami the additional mcasuicnKMits wiiich lie did not 
u*: bill arc in tlw ixal-ocoan and open-ocean domains, and Ihc ditl'crcnccs obtained. 

FigunH 24 and 25 \ Mimmaii/A,- the average dilterences as a function of salinity, 
depth, and icmperatnre.   I he differences for depth and temperature are also shown for the 
open-oeean domain (•». An exaiuination of these figures show salinity biases over Leroy's 
domain similar la those shown in figure I6A tor Wilson's (October) equation over the open- 
oeean domain, while the average depth and temperature biases have been removed by the 
I eioy eiinatiou.   I he average difference between the Lcroy equation and the open-ocean 
domain (•) shows computed bias for depths from (>HÜÜ meters to ^5 10 meters (figure 24B) 
and for tempeiatmes from 1Ü0C to 2U0C' and from 2U0C' to 3U0C' (figure 25A)   Figure 25B 
shows thai the temperature bias at 135U meters is larger for the Leroy equation than the 
Wilson equallon (lignre l7B)over both Leroy's domain and the open-ocean domain. For 
the siirlaee salinity domain (figure 25C) the temperature bias present for the Wilson equa- 
tion has been removed by the Leroy equation. 
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I ituirc 24   Average residuals lur Lcroy (») and rcal-occan (•) domains between Wilson's sound-speed measurements 
and sound speeds computed Crom Leroy's equation as a function of salinity (A) and depth (B). 
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In summary, llic Leroy cquution contains biases as a t'uiKtion of salinity and M 
biases as a lunction of depth and temperature for the temperature-salinity-pressure domain 
used by Leroy to evaluate the constants in his equation. However, biases as a function of 
pressure and temperature are obtained when considering the open-ocean domain. This 
results from an extrapolation of Leroy's equation to include triplets that exist in the open- 
ocean domain but not in the Leroy domain. Computations using Leroy's equation for 
triplets within his domain provide sound speeds that are closer to Wilson's laboratory meas- 
urements than Wilson's equation except for some bias in sound-speed gradients due to 
salinity if salinities are varying from 30.03 ppt to 33.08 ppt and 33.08 ppt to 33.t)5 ppt. 

SUMMARY 

Lour sound-speed equations are examined with respect to removing sound-speed 
gradient errors which are inherent in usi; g Wilson's (October) equation. For three of the 
equations a stepwise regression technique is used to evaluate the constants. Two of the 
equations are based on Wilson's 22-variable polynomial model    both use the original set of 
7(>5 measurements with one using the original salinities and the other using the corrected 
salinities. A third equation is one recently proposed by Leroy. This model is a 12-vanable 
polynomial using temperature, salinity, and depth as the independent variables and is 
designed for desk calculator solution. A "Neptunian waters" temperature-salinity-depth 
domain consisting of 295 measurements is used to evaluate the constants. Computations of 
sound speed based on any of these three equations are systematically different from the 
measurements for triplets that are observed in the oceans. These differences may signifi- 
cantly bias computed sound-speed gradients. Of these three, Leroy's equation is best at re- 
moving potential bias for many values of the triplets that are observed in the real oceans. 

The iast model. Model 111, is a 13-vanable model consisting off third-degree poly- 
nomial in temperature and a second-degree polynomial in pressure and salinity together with 
certain third-degree interactions. A real-ocean domain of temperature-salinity-pressure 
consisting of 344 measurements was used to evaluate the coefficients. This model contains 
no sound-speed gradient errors for triplets in the open-ocean domain. Model III is recom- 
mended for use to compute sound speeds from oceanic temperature-salinity-pressure 
measurements. To obtain the ultimate computed agreement with the laboratory measure- 
ments üc/tv/nu/c consideration should be given to accurately converting depth tu pressure. 
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SOUND SPEED CORRECTION RELATIONSHIPS 

The Wilson (October) sound-speed equation has been used by the U. S. Navy for the 
past decade to convert oceanographic data into sound-speed data. In addition, the U. S. 
National Oceanographic Data Center and the Canadian Oceanographic Data Centre include 
sound speeds, computed using Wilson's equation, as one of their standard ocean station 
parameters. Thus, most presently available sound-speed data has been obtained using the 
Wilson equation. 

in order to make use of these data it would be desirable to have a procedure that 
corrects the computed sound speeds to more nearly reflect the laboratory sound-speed 
measurements made in the real-ocean temperature-salinity-pressure domain. This section 
presents a procedure for an average correction which is a function of depth, temperature, 
and salinity. The corrections to be applied depend upon the acoustic application and the 
sound-speed parameters that are important to that application. The procedure stresses cor- 
rections of biased sound-speed gradients. 

DEPTH CORRECTION 

Figure 26A shows the average correction for depths greater than 2500 meters. No 
correction is required from the surface to 2500 meters (see figure 16B). The corrections, 
averaged over the temperature and salinity domain for 500-meter increments, are plotted on 
figure 26A. An 8th-degree polynomial was least-squares fitted to the data and is plotted on 
the figure. The largest deviation of the data from the equation is 0.02 m/sec at 5500 meters. 
The value of the coefficients, or constants, is tabulated to the right. This correction is 
applicable in acoustic applications involving deep-water propagation such as that in 
convergence-zone paths. At depths greater than 2500 meters temperatu    -nd salinity are 
essentially constant. Thus, the depth correction is the primary correct      i ifluencing sound- 
speed gradients at these depths. 

TEMPERATURE CORRECTION 

Figure 26B shows the average temperature corrections for the surface (•) and 
500 meters (x). Corrections for intermediate depths can be obtained by linear interpolation 
between these two depths. Since the largest temperature changes occur in the upper layers 
of the ocean corrections for depths greater than 500 meters are of lesser importance with 
respect to sound-speed gradients. A 4th degree polynomial was fitted to the data and is 
plotted on the figure. The largest deviations between the equation and the data is about 
0.03 m/sec at 150C for botn depths. This correction is useful in acoustic applications 
inv living surface channel or depressed channel propagation. In addition, it is important to 
convergence-zone propagation since the convergence-zone range is a function of the sound 
speed at the source depth. 
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I igurc 26   ("orrcttions for sound speeds computed using Wilson's (October) equation over the real-ocean 
temperatuiu-salinity-depth domain. 
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SALINITY CORRECTION 

Figure 26C shows the average salinity torreetions for tlie surface (•) and 500 meters 
(x). For salinities greater than 33 ppt the correction is constant for all depths to 500 meters. 
Again the corrections are given only for the surface to 5ÜO-meter layer since most of the 
salinity gradients occur in this depth interval. The functional relationship is linear from 
30 to 33 ppt and 33 to 34 ppt. For salinities greater than 34 ppt the functional relationship 
is represented by a 2nd-degree polynomial. This correction is particularly applicable in 
areas where strong salinity gradients occur, such as in the North Pacific Ocean where 
changes from 33.0 to 33.8 ppt occur over depth intervals from 100 to 200 meters. 

EXAMPLE 

The use of the corrections in figure 26 depends upon the acoustic application. For 
example, assume that the convergence-zone range is required in a location where the water 
depth is 5500 meters. In addition, assume the source and receiver depths are 25 meters and 
at this depth the temperature is l()0C, The convergence-zone range is a function of the 
sound-speed gradients in the deep water and the sound speed at the source depth. The 
range decreases with increasing deep gradients and decreasing source-depth sound speed. 
Thus, figure 26A would be used to correct the deep sound-speed bias     the sound speed 
would be increased 0.23 m/sec from 2500 to 5500 meters: while figure 26B would be used 
to correct the source-depth sound speed by -0.33 m/sec. These corrections combine to 
make the computed convergence-zone range smaller than the range obtained by using the 
uncorrected sound speeds. If the salinity at the source depth was, say, 33 ppt an additional 
correction of-0.23 m/sec should be applied. This correction would also shorten the zonal 
range. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming a functional form for the dependence of seawater sound speed on temper- 
ature, salinity, and pressure, the differences between the Wilson laboratory sound-speed 
measurements and the functional forms are examined for internal consistency in the 
measurements. 

At the present time the Wilson (October) sound-speed equation is widely accepted 
and used by the acoustic and oceanographic communities for converting tempi rature, 
salinity, and pressure data into sound-speed data. An analysis, for the real- aim open-ocean 
♦••"iperature-salinity-pressure domains, of the differinces between the laboratory souiul- 
.    cd measurements and the sound speeds computed using Wilson's (October; equation 
SLOWS systematic biases over temperature, salinity. a:id depth intervals of importance to 
acoustic applications. 

Four particular sound-speed equations are exLiinined with respect to remo\ insi the 
sound-speed gradient biases present in the Wilson (October) equation. These equations are: 

a.     Wilson's 22-variable equation using the original set of 765 measurements and 
a stepwise regression technique to evaluate the constants. 
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b. Wilson's 22-variablc cquatiun using the original set of 765 measurements with 
three corrected salinities and a stepwise regression technique to evaluate the 
constants. 

c. Leroy's 12-variable equation designed lor desk calculator solution with con- 
stants as given by Leroy. 

d. A 13-variable equation using a realistic oceanic temperature-salinity-pressure 
domain consisting ol' 344 sound-speed measurements and a stepwise regression 
technique to evaluate the constants. 

Since most presently available sound-speed data has been generated using the Wilson 
equation, a procedure for obtaining an average correction as a function of temperature, 
salinity, and depth is presented. The corrections to be applied depend upon the acoustic 
application and the sound-speed parameters that are important to that application. The 
procedure stresses corrections that are important in terms of their effect on correcting 
biased sound-speed gradients. 

The major conclusions are: 
1. The reported salinity of three of the seawater samples, used by Wilson in making 

his laboratory sound-speed measurements, seems to be in error by an amount considerably 
larger than that generally accepted. 

2. The sound-speed differences between the functional forms and the laboratory 
measirements are markedly smaller for the measurements made on the five higher salinity 
samples than those made on the three lower salinity samples. 

3. The largest residuals are associated with the higher pressures an(| at the lower 
and higher temperatures. 

4. A third-degree polynomial is adequate for modeling the functional dependence 
of sound speed on temperature and pressure, and a second-degree polynomial is satisfactory 
for modeling the salinity dependence. 

5. For depths greater than 2710 meters the computed sound-speed gradients based 
on Wilson's (October) equation are systematically less than indicated by the laboratory 
sound-speed measurements. 

6. For near-surface depths and for temperatures greater than 10oC the absolute 
value of the sound-speeds computed using Wilson's equation are higher than indicated by 
the laboratory measurements. 

7. For the Wilson equation the computed sound-speed bias changes by an average 
of 0.51 m/sec when the salinity varies from 33.08 to 33.95 ppt. 

8. Computations of sound speed based on Models 1 and II and Leroy's equation are 
systematically diffc. ont from the laboratory sound-speed measurements made in the real- 
ocean temperature-salinity-pressure domain and these differences may significantly bias 
computed sound-speed gradients. 

9. Leroy's equation removes bias for many values of the temperature-salinity- 
pressure triplets that are observed in the real ocean. 

10. Model III (equation 5) removes all significant sound-speed bias that is present 
in computations based on Wilson's (October) equation for temperature-salinity-pressure 
triplets that are observed in the open ocean. 

11. Fquation 5 is not applicable to the Mediterranean Sea or to the marginal sea- 
ice zone since in the Mediterranean Sea the salinity varies from abouf: 38 to 39 ppt and in 
the marginal sea-ice /one salinities may be less than 9.82 ppt. These salinities are well out- 
side the salinity domain used to establish the constants in equation S. 



APPENDIX 

THE SPEED OF SOUND IN SEAWATER: 
W. D. WILSON'S MEASUREMENTS 

On 15 September 1970 Dr. E. W. Rusche, Naval Undersea Research and Develop- 
ment Center, discussed with W. D. Wilson the details of his laboratory sound-speed measure- 
ments. Since Wilson had no original records of his experiments, most of his comments were 
made from memory. This appendix contains a synopsis of each subject discussed. Material 
from some of Wilson's published and unpublished papers is included. 

WATER SAMPLES 

The sea-water samples for all measurements were obtained by the Naval Oceano- 
graphic Office (reference I, 3, 4, 5, 14) from the Bermuda-Key West area in the Atlantic 
Ocean. Wilson thought the water was obtained from a depth of about 1000 meters. 
Salinity was varied by evaporation and dilution with distilled water. This method was 
thought to be satisfactory by Wilson and by his supporting reference. Dr. J. Lyman, Naval 
Oceanographic Office. Wilson also compared measurements on samples of artificially pre- 
pared seawater (reference 15) to those made on real seawater samples and felt that the 
results were not much different. 

All salinity determinations at 30.03 ppt and higher were made by the Naval Oceano- 
graphic Office using an inductive type salinomcter.* Determinations of the salinity at 
9.94 ppt and 20.26 ppt were made by the titration method. Wilson quotes an accuracy of 
1 part in 2000 for the salinometer which implies an error of less than ±0.02 ppt in the 
salinity values of his samples at 30.03 ppt and higher. 

Wilson estimated that the sea water had been stored at the Naval Oceanographic 
Office approximately two months prior to his measurements of the first set of salinities 
(33.08 ppt to 36.55 ppt). Although he was unsure, he felt it quite probable that the ocean 
water from which the second group of salinities was measured was different from that used 
to prepare the first group. He was more confident that the 34.99 and 42.153 ppt samples 
came from a fresh sample of ocean water. No other details on the origin and history of the 
ocean water samples are available. 

It is of interest that Wilson acknowledged the assistance of Dr. J. Lyman for supply- 
ing ihe samples for the first series of measurements (33.08 ppt to 36.55 ppt) (reference 3, 
14) and the assistance of Mr. L. Olson and Mr. J. Recknagel of the Naval Oceanographic 
Office for supplying the samples for the second series of measurements (9.94 ppt to 
30.03 ppt) (reference 2). An acknowledgment of the assistance of Mr. A. R. Monney and 
Mr. E. T. Bialek was made for supplyirg the 34.99 ppt and 42.153 ppt sea-water samples 
(reference 6). The distilled water that Wilson used for his distilled water measurements was 
provided by the chemistry group at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (White Oak). The con- 
ductivity of the water is not known. 

Wilson staled that the salinometer was an inductive type. Since this work was conducted around 1959 it seems tiuite 
likely that it could also have been a conductivity electrode type. 
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I XPLRIMINTAL TICHNIQUtS 

Pressure was measured by a dead weight tester, a sensitive Heise pressure gauge, and 
a mauganin resistauee evil (relerenee 1.3, 15). For measurements on distilled water greatest 
relianee was plaeed on the dead weight tester, whieh had an aceuracy of ±7 psi (relerenees 
1.3).  I'or the studies on sea water the manganin resistanee eell was used (reference 1). 
This eell had been considered unstable at low pressure (reference 3) but this was overcome 
by calibrating the cell against a high-precision dead-weight tester to ±1 psi. One absolute 
calibration was made at the beginning of the measurements on the sea water samples and 
rechecked at three separate times to insure that the resistance versus pressure curve remained 
linear and with the same slope, i.e., the relationship between resistance and pressure for the 
cell was of the form. R ~ RQ + aP, where R is the resistance at the pressure P, RQ is the 
resistance at zero pressure (or atmospheric piessure), and a is the constant of proportionality. 
The slope, a, remained constant but the resistance RQ shifted to lower values with time. 
Wilsun felt that this was due to crystal grain growth within the manganin wire as a result of 
annealing. In preparing the resistance cell Wilson had temperature-cycled the wire between 
15ü0C and liquid nitrogen temperature to reduce hysteresis effects between the resistance 
and pressure. Physically, this resulted in the breakdown of crystals and should have yielded 
a stable value for RQ. However, as the wire aged annealing occurred and caused the shift in 
RQ. The nominal resistance of the cell was 100 ohms. 

RQ was dependent on room temperature to the extent that if room temperature 
varied more than 8° F the data was discarded. 

Wilson found that the manganin cell leaked slightly at high pressures. A slow loss of 
pressure to the sample occurred which made frequent readjustments necessary to keep the 
pressure at the chosen level. The estimated accuracy of pressure values was ±2 psi. 

A 110-gallon constant-temperature bath containing a water-ulcohol mixture agitated 
by three circulating pumps was used for "recise temperature control (references I, 3, 15). 
The absolute temperature of the bath was obtained with a platinum-resistance thermometer 
to the nearest 0.0010C'. A thermistor located in the bath and adjacent to the sample cell 
was used to continuously monitor temperature fluctuations and to check temperature 
gradients. A sensitivity of 0.0005oC was claimed (references 1,3). Absolute temperatures 
were monitored with a Leeds and Northrup G-2-type Mueller bridge. It is to be noted that 
this type bridge is generally limited to an accuracy of about ±0.005oC for a 25-ohm 
platinum-resistance thermometer. Wilson indeed indicated an uncertainty with a standard 
deviation of 0.007oC for his measured values of temperature (reference 3). However, no 
detail is given for obtaining this particular standard deviation. 

Wilson designed his sample ced on the same principles used by (Jreenspan and 
Ischeigg (reference 10» at the National Bureau of Standards. The stainless steel cell had a 
sample volume of cylindrical shape. 1/2-inch diameter by 5 inches length (references 1. 3. 
15). The endsof tlk CVIUKUI were machined plane-parallel and were perpendic.ilar to the 
axis to an accuracy of 0.00009 inch (retire.ue i), m to witlliti Ü.000I mui (roU'rence 15). 
Reference 1 quole^ the Icnglh as 4.(K>71'34 t0.00U00S n    Five-MH- . gold-pkild. x-cul 
quart/ er>>tals were fitted ''i eavh end ul tile cylmuei to Uaitomi) aic rtfvuvc Mmrul \ni\-.. > 
Hie bore diameter ol the cylinder was I 2.5 time-. lU- «Mvettiflfth ol the sound in tue a>. -.lal - 
(reference 1 i   Wilson wa- .i>ked il interference or diftruction etiectsot the «ound within tttc 
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cell caused errors. He replied that several tests had been conducted using cylinders of vari- 
ous diameters (about 1/8 to 5/8 inches) and lengths (2-1/2 to 5 inclus). A slight effect of 
the diameter on the sound speed values was found but the magnitude was not large enough 
to cause serious error. Hollow tubes were also tested for possible wall thickness effects. 
Again, errors were found to be negligible. 

Possible changes in the salinity of the sample while in the sound cell were discussed. 
In the Wilson and Bradley measurements of the specific volume of sea water (references 16, 
17) a salinity change of approximately 0.1 ppt was found to occur between a salinity meas- 
urement before filling the density cell and at the end of the experimental run. This change 
was attributed to the technique used to fill the cell. Prior to introducing the sea water into 
the cell a slight vacuum was applied to the water in order to remove dissolved gases. Slight 
evaporation would occur causing the salinity to increase. However, this procedure was not 
required during the measurements of the sound speeds. A vacuum was applied prior to 
filling, but to the empty cell, not the sample of sea water. It is not clear why this vacuum 
was applied, except perhaps, to aid in drawing the sea water sample into the cell without 
the formation of bubbles on the crystals and cylinder walls. Only one measurement of 
salinity was made on the samples for the sound-speed measurements, i.e. no second deter- 
mination was made at the end of any set of measurements. 

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

As reported by Wilson (references 1, 3) a set of measurements on a sample of given 
salinity was made by first adjusting the temperature of the bath to the desired temperature 
and then recording measurements at increasing pressures from 14.7 psia to 14000 psia in 
increments of 2000 psi. It took about one hour after each pressure change for the sample 
to reestablish thermal equilibrium with the bath. When the system reached stability, as 
determined by the disappearanc; of any drift in the sound-pulse frequency, ten measure- 
ments of frequency were recorded. Wilson discussed his technique in detail and offered the 
following additional information. In changing pressure the cell pressure was increased to 
about 200 psi above the desired pressure. The pressure would dicp to within ±50 psi of the 
desired pressure after about 45 minutes. This period of tmie also allowed thermal equilibri- 
um between the cell and the bath to be reestablished. The pressure was then adjusted to the 
chosen value and th''' measurements of the sound speed were started. Wilson acknowledged 
a possibility of a slight change of temperature, less than ±0.02oC, in the cell caused by the 
final manipulation of the pressure. If such a temperature change occurred it apparently had 
no effect on Wilson's technique of deterjfrlining'when the system was stable, i.e. when the 
pulse repetition frequency remamcd.ctl"nstant. 

With the system stable, ten measurements of the pulse repetition frequency were 
recorded, it took about one hour to make ten measurements. Wilson quoted 0.2 Hz as the 
standard deviation of the ten frequency measurements about their avera-ze 'reference 3). 
This corresponds to an uncertainty in the sound speed of about 0.025 m/sec. Upon com- 
pletion of the frequency measurements the cell pressure was increased to the next pressure 
level (i.e.. an increase of approximately 2200 psi) and the procedure repeated. 
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. J 
It look approximately nine hours to record measurements at eight pressures for each 

temperature and salinity. A complete set of pressure measurements at one temperature 
could be made during one working day. Accordingly, at the end of the day the temperature 
control would be readjusted lor the next temperature and by the following morning thti 
bath would be at thermal equilibrium. Thus, as an example, the scries of measurements on 
the 3.VÜS ppt salinity sample. 112 measurements at eight pressures and fourteen tempera- 
tures, required a total time ot fourteen to fifteen working days. Including weekends^ this , 
implies that each sample was in the stainless steel cell for three or four weeks. 

As noted earlier, the manganin resistance pressure gauge leaked at high pressures 
resulting in a loss of pressure in the sound-speed cell. At these pressures it was necessary to 
occasionally adjust the pressure during the time data was being recorded. At low pressures 
this was not necessary as the pressure would hold throughout the measurements. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The evolution of various equations based on the laboratory measurements is dis- 
cussed in detail in the main body of this report. This section includes additional details 
concerning this evolution leading to the final Wilson (October) sound-speed equation. 

Conflicting estimates of the systematic error in the measurements are reported by 
Wilson (references 1,3). One estimate of the maximum systematic error is +0.03 m/sec 
(reference 1). Another sets the limits of errors at -0.106 iti/sec tö +0.120 m/sec with the 
errors depending upon the pressure (reference 3).  

Wilson's original June equation contained 22 terms. Two additional salinity- 
dependent terms were added to the October model. He claimed (reference S) this was 
necessary "to enable the wider salinity range to be covered." He also comments (reference 
5) that "the two additional terms were generated by proper scaling of the variables in the 
equation, i.e., they did not appear in the original matrix." The original matrix was a 
twenty-by-twenty matrix which corresponds to a least-squares fit of a twenty-term equation. 
It is therefore not clear as to how and why these additional terms were included. During 
the discussion this question was raised and Wilson stated that they were introduced by 
necessary scaling of the variables so that the computer could handle the large numbers gen- 
erated at the higher powers. Relying on memory, Wilson said that the temperature and 
pressure were scaled using P' = P - 7000 and T' = T - x. He felt sure that the pressure scaling 
factor was 7000 psia but could not recall what the temperature scaling factor was. Calcula- 
tions on the computer of the twenty-by-twenty matrix were carried out to sixteen digits 
with the resulting coefficients rounded to eight digits. Wilson specifically indicated that no 
subsequent calculation was used to separately include the added two terms, i.e., they 
occurred as a natural result of the solution using the twenty-by-twenty matrix and the 
scaling. 

The original twenty terms used by Wilson are: T, T^, T^, T*, P, P-, P^, P^, S, S^, 
PT, PT:, PT3, P2T, P2T-, P3T, ST, SP, SP-, and SPT. The two added terms are ST2 and 
SPT-. Using the scaling procedure as described above and solving a similar twenty-by- 
twenty matrix, where P' and T' replace P and T, the ST2 and SPT- terms could not be 
generated. Therefore, in the author's opinion, the origin of the two extra terms is still 
unexplained. 
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In evaluating the coefficients for the October equation Wilson had available 765 ' 
measurements. He used only 747 (reference 5). Wilson indicated that 18 measurements 
were omitted because of the magnitude of their residuals. Wilson said th^t'according to 
rules of numerical analysis he was allowed to remove a maximum of eighteen of the meas- 
urements that had the largest residuals. He could not recall a supportihg reference. The 
final equation was fitted to the remaining 747 measurements. , 

From an analysis of the standard errors of estimates quoted for the various equations 
it appears that the inclusion of the measurements at the lower salinities caused the fit of the 
twenty-two term equation to be less precise than fits made on other subsets of the measure- 
ments. Wilson points this out (reference 18) in an unpublished note: "the equation did not 
fit the low salinity data with the same precision that it fitted high salinity data." This waj 
attributed to the fact that the higher salinity data was more heavily weighted because of the 
larger amount of data     581 measurements versus 144. Wilson acknowledged the lack of 
precision of the lower salinity data and suggested two possible causes. First, it WHS possible 
that someone other than Wilson made the measurements at the lower salinities. Although 
Wilson was not positive, he felt it quite probable that a college student under his direction 
made the measurements. Dr. CM. Davis, now at the Naval Research laboratory, was work-, 
ing at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory at the time and concurred with this possibility. The 
second possibility for the lack of precision at the lower salinities relates to the control and 
measurement of high pressures. The details of this problem have already been mentioned 
in the discussion concerning the use of the manganin resistance cell for measuring the 
pressure. If this was the cause the same type of errors should also have been observed in the 
measurements made at the higher salinities. 

/      i 
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